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Who we are:  A church family where together 
we are equipped to LIVE OUT faith in Christ 
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We will publish the next edition of 

The Vine in early December. 

Daylight Saving Time ends 
Sunday, November 7! 

During November, we are in this annual 
“LIVE OUT” project at Southland. 

We invite you to join us in as we strive to bless families in 

need during this Thanksgiving season. 

See Rick’s article (page 7) and the “LIVE OUT” section for more details. 
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Southland “FAMILY” News 
A Look Back to a Fun Evening: 

It was a great night together back on October 17 at our annual 
“FAMILY Fall Fun” event. Some played 9-square. Others, mainly 
young people, enjoyed bouncing in the inflatables. “BINGO!” was 
shouted (sometimes even by those who did not win). Temporary 
tattoos decorated people young and old. Hay bales served as seats 
for a ride on a flat-bed trailer. We ate delicious soups and chili. 
S’mores and good conversation happened around smokeless fire 

pits. Such occasions are designed to enhance our sense of together-ness as a church FAMILY; 
without a doubt, this night - as it always does - accomplished that goal! It’s why we value such 
gatherings. Thank you to all who helped make the evening happen (see p. 16).  

Future Upcoming “FAMILY” opportunities at SCC: 

  
As we make our way into November, we have begun the 
annual process for our “THANKSGIVING Baskets” project. It’s 
a great (and easy!) way for the Southland FAMILY to come 
together to serve those outside of our church and bless others 
in this season. This should be a hallmark characteristic of a church family: one that looks to see 
how it can be a blessing to others beyond it. We are grateful to be involved in this with our 
ministry partners Crosslines as they help us identify recipients of these baskets. We have provided 
details about how you can participate throughout this edition of “The Vine.”  

Sunday, December 5 at 5pm - a “Thanks-Mas Family Dinner” … no, we’re 
not “taking Christ out of Christmas,” we’re using this opportunity to do 
what families do during the holiday season: they gather for a meal. 
Instead of doing separate meals for Thanksgiving and Christmas, we’re 
going to meet in the middle for one dinner: hence the name! We will 
share more details about the evening later in November. 

Sunday, December 12 … this will be a special morning. We will have some kind of breakfast for 
everyone (no CONNECT Groups) followed by our Children of Praise performance of “Christmas: 
Where, When and Why” during our normal ENCOUNTER time at 10:30am. After missing out on 
this in 2020, we’re grateful that this fun day can happen again! 

C.O.P. has requested some help with the program. If you can donate or 
provide any of the following specific items, it would be greatly 
appreciated: Christmas trees in a variety of sizes (8 total), two stands 
(like lemonade stands) and photos capturing your family participating 
in a favorite Christmas tradition. The pictures are especially needed as 
soon as possible so they can be put into a slideshow for the performance - a way of celebrating 
Christmas memories. They can be sent to the office and we’ll get them where they need to go. 

Friday, December 24 … our annual Christmas Eve service at 6pm. 
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Updates on Two Key Pieces of FAMILY News: 
Hiring for a Staff Position ... As we’ve been sharing since FLOURISH 
2021 in late-August, we are in a process to hire a part-time staff member to 
serve in our children’s ministry. We are in the position where we have room 
in the budget to make this happen. At the same time, we’re also in a spot 
where this has become an area of noticeable need. In light of those realities, 
we have been looking for the right person to come and join our staff team in this capacity. The 
opening has been posted. As we mentioned in the last edition of “The Vine,” we’ve been pursuing 
the possibility with one promising candidate who even has good experience in this ministry area 
(in fact, we’ve already completed an interview as of the end of October). We’ll continue working 
through this process in the weeks to come as we pursue the Spirit’s leading in this. We are excited 
to see where this is headed and how God uses it to strengthen our ministry to kids/families!  

Ongoing Property-Related Projects ... Since our 2018 property sale, we have been 
addressing various building and grounds projects. Much has already been accomplished (e.g. new 
exterior signs and the fellowship hall makeover from 2019), including the re-sealing and re-
striping of our parking lot most recently. It looks great and the adjusted parking layout should 
work well! There is still more that needs to be done and more funds available to keep addressing 
them. There is movement on a few of these items, including planning for a long-overdue “refresh” 
of our auditorium. We’ll continue sharing updates about such projects. 

As we’ve been sharing, we have increased our usage of “Church Center: 
PEOPLE.” It’s connected to Planning Center - a platform already used by 
our worship team and as our kids’ check-in system. Another benefit of this 
is the DIRECTORY feature (please let us know if you need help with 
completing the step of being added). If you’ve already done this, you now 
have online access - through a secure log-in/password - to church directory 

information by logging-on to https://people.planningcenteronline.com/. This is also available 
through an app (called “Church Center App” … available in your app store). If you would like a 
print version of a directory, just let us know and we can make that happen. Along the way, if 
any of your contact information changes, all you need to do is log-on and update that yourself. 

Again, as mentioned before, another valuable aspect of the “PEOPLE” portion of 
Planning Center is that it allows for us to have a better communication tool through 
its e-mail platform. We are able to send messages to the full lists we have in this tool 
(you can manage your account and control if you don’t want things sent to a 
specific address). We have begun using this platform exclusively so that everything is coming 
from the Planning Center database. You should be receiving regular communications (e.g. the 
link to “The Vine,” Sunday morning details, reminders, etc.) coming from “Southland Info” and 
prayer updates from “Southland Prayer.” Please let us know if you’re not receiving updates OR 
you can log-in to Planning Center yourself and make sure we have your information correct and 
you’re e-mail address has not been disabled somehow. 

Some FAMILY time with our North Africa partners … We’re looking forward to 
Sunday, November 14, when their family is going to be with us. They are planning to share in a 
combined time at 9:15am (middle school students and older), then for a few minutes during  
ENCOUNTER. We’re excited about this part of the Southland FAMILY joining us for this day! 

https://people.planningcenteronline.com/
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What’s Happening at Southland: 

Make sure you note the following on your calendar. We share more information in other 

places of “The Vine,” but this is an effort to consolidate things in one place. 

Weekly ministry happenings - for the entire Southland FAMILY: 

Sunday mornings at 9:15am … ministry programming for all ages with CONNECT 

Groups for adults. These are meeting as normal throughout November except for 

Sunday, 11/14 when we’ll be all together – middle school students and older – in the 

auditorium with our missions partners from North Africa. 

Sunday mornings at 10:30am … our ENCOUNTER service - the time when we 

gather as a church FAMILY to meet with God; you can join us “in person” or 

online via the live stream (see p. 14). 

Wednesday evening CULTIVATE (this semester runs through 11/17)  - 5:30 for 

dinner, 6:30 start time for ministry programming … see page 15 for more 

details about our current session. 

Other weekly events: 

Sunday evenings (6-8pm) … Group Huddle for middle school and high school youth (see p. 

10) - weekly except for 10/31 and 11/28. 

Thursday mornings (10am start time) … WSA - Ladies’ Bible Study - the current study on 

Philippians runs through November 18. 

Other general  Reminders  &  Info 
One of the tools we started using in the midst of the 

COVID-impacted season was an online giving platform 

called “Tithe.ly.” Since we are no longer passing trays, 

it’s one of the ways you can give. It can be accessed 

through their website (https://tithe.ly/give?c=1302996) 

or through the app available at your app store. Either way, you can find a page designed for 

Southland where you can give. In addition to regular giving/tithing, this can be used to donate to other 

opportunities (e.g. Thanksgiving baskets) or for payment of fees (e.g. CULTIVATE meals, youth 

conference deposits, etc.). We do ask that you cover any charges, for sure when using this platform to 

make some type of payment. There is certainly no requirement to use this tool, but we are grateful to 

have it available for those who choose to use it. 

Specific Events to Highlight (listed by date): 

Sunday, November 7 … “Daylight Savings Time” ends for 2021. Make sure to set your clocks 

back an hour Saturday into Sunday - “FALL BACK!” 

Sunday, November 7 … we will again be participating in the annual “International Day of 

Prayer for the Persecuted Church.” It’s a day of raising awareness about the reality of 

persecution around the globe and joining in prayer for our brothers and sisters in Christ 

who “share our faith, but not our freedom.” See page 18 for more information about this 

day, including some resources available online. 

https://tithe.ly/give?c=1302996
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Specific Events to Highlight (listed by date - cont.): 

Thursday, November 11 … Veterans Day. We are grateful for the many within the SCC family 

who have served our country in this capacity as well as families of those who have served! 

Friday, November 12 … the “Middle School Mid-Nighter” (see p. 11). 

Sunday, November 14 … our mission partners from North Africa are here for a combined 

time in the 9:15am time slot in the auditorium (for middle school students and older). 

Sunday, November 14 … the last Sunday to bring items for the annual Thanksgiving Baskets.  

Wednesday, November 17 … the last Wednesday of CULTIVATE for this Fall session. 

Thursday, November 18 … the last day of this session of WSA = Women Set Apart. 

Sunday, November 21 … Thanksgiving baskets will be available for distribution after service. 

We also may need some help in taking baskets to those whose names we received from 

Crosslines (how we distribute the extra baskets). 

Thursday, November 25 … “Happy Thanksgiving!” 

Wednesdays, December 1 and 8 … Children of Praise practice still happening even though 

CULTIVATE is not meeting more broadly (see p. 9). 

Sunday, December 5 … our annual “Thanks-Mas Church FAMILY Dinner.”  

Friday, December 10 … a Christmas-themed women’s event. 

Saturday, December 11 … Children of Praise dress rehearsal. 

Sunday, December 12 … a special morning that includes a FAMILY breakfast and our 2021 

Children of Praise production “Christmas: Where, When and Why.” 

Tuesday, December 24 … Christmas Eve Service at 6pm. 

 

Just a reminder to help us get prayer needs communicated more 

efficiently:  we need requests intended for the whole church FAMILY to 

be sent to the prayer@gosouthland.org address. It would also be good for you to contact the office or any 

staff member to make sure we are aware that a prayer request needs to be sent out. As mentioned on 

page 3, we are sending these out via a SOUTHLAND PRAYER address as part of “Planning Center: People.” 

PRAYER 

From time-to-time, we want to make sure we bring attention to RightNow Media, an 

exciting ministry tool that we have available here at Southland. 

RightNow Media gives us digital access to a vast library of Biblical content through 

online video streaming. It’s kind of like NETFLIX … Jesus-style! 

In addition to our use as a church, through our church subscription, everyone connected to Southland can have 

his or her own log-in with FREE access to all the content wherever and whenever there is an online connection 

(via smart phone, computer or another connected electronic device). If you haven’t yet, please send a request via 

e-mail to the church office (info@gosouthland.org) and we will help you get set-up. 

 FINANCIAL UPDATE … Since this edition of “The Vine” is being published with an October 

Sunday still to go, there is no monthly update at this point. 
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What MATTers to me … 
As we’ve journeyed again through the letter of 1 Peter, I’ve been reminded at just how practically relevant it is for 
us. For sure, there are so many ways where the instructions of this letter speak to how we live in the midst of a 
context like ours. It’s a culture opposed to so many of the values of Christ. It’s a culture increasingly antagonistic 
toward those who wear His Name. It’s a culture in which we feel more and more like “strangers” as citizens of 
heaven living here-and-now. Indeed, it’s the context where we are to be “peculiar people living peculiar lives.”  

Amidst the part of this series where we’ve dealt with 2:12 onward, I’ve been particularly reminded of the calling for 
us to live POSITIVELY peculiar lives. As Jesus instructed us to “let our light shine” (see Matthew 5:14-16) Peter 
writes that we are to live “good” and “honorable” lives. Throughout our involvement in society, our faith in Christ 
brings about a positive impact on others around us. Of course, all of this is not for our own benefit; rather, our 
lives should be characterized by an attractive kind of faith that leads to the praise and glory of our God. Yes, I 
even transformed the analogy of a bug zapper to describe the way our lives should draw people toward Him … 
without the zapping, obviously! It is always quite easy for us to be known for what we’re “against;” in our context, 
it’s all the more vital that we make it positively clear what we are “for” as well! If we want to have influence on 
others around us, this is a great way for that to happen. 

I came across this story which helps to make the point in comes from a book titled The Best Kept Secret of 
Christian Mission. In the book, author John Dickson reflects on the power of promoting the Good News through 
our conduct, specifically through the demonstration of goodness. He tells the story of Tim Winton, one of 
Austraila’s most celebrated novelists – he has more than a dozen best-selling books plus has won several literary 
prizes. Winton once did an interview on a TV show … eventually, the interview focused on his well-known 
Christian faith. As part of that, he was asked about a time from his childhood when a stranger came into his 
family and had a profoundly positive impact. Here’s how Dickson sums up Winton's response: 

Tim Winton went on to tell (the interviewer) how his father, a policeman, had been in a terrible accident in 
the mid-1960's, knocked off his motorcycle by a drunk driver. After weeks in a coma, he was allowed to go 
home. [Winton said], "[My father] was like an earlier version of my father, a sort of augmented version of 
my father. He was sort of recognizable, but not totally my dad. … Everything was busted up and they put 
him in the chair. … I was terrified."  

Winton's father was a big man and Mrs. Winton had a great deal [of trouble] bathing him each day. There 
was nothing that Tim, five-years-old at the time, could do to help.  

News of the family's situation got out into the local community and shortly afterward, Winton recalls, his 
mother got a knock at the door. "Oh, g'day. My name's Len," said the stranger to Mrs. Winton. … "I heard 
your hubby's [not well]. Anything I can do?"  Len Thomas was from the local church, Winton explained.  

This man had heard about the family's difficulties and wanted to help. "He just showed up," [Winton told 
Denton in the interview], "and he used to carry my dad from bed and put him in the bath and he used to 
bathe him—which in the 1960's, in Perth, in the Suburbs, was not the sort of thing you saw every day." 

According to Winton, this simple act of kindness from a single Christian had a powerful effect.  

"It really touched me in that, regardless of theology or anything else, watching a grown man bother, for 
nothing, to show up and wash a sick man – you know, it really affected me." 

It’s not just young people who can be profoundly impacted by such goodness - the kind that comes as a fruit of 
the Holy Spirit’s work in a believer’s life. (For sure, our acts of goodness are the by-product of His light in us 
and shining through us, not from ourselves.) Indeed, such pure, others-centered goodness has the power to 
influence others … positively peculiar conduct that produces positive outcomes in others. Especially amidst a 
skeptical world (like ours), such behavior has a way of silencing accusations and opening doors for valuable 
conversations about the One in whom we hope and for whom we live.  
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A note from RICK ... 
As I’m writing this, we’ve already had several gifts come in for this year’s Thanksgiving baskets and a few people 

have asked to help! I wanted to take a moment and say thanks for that!   

If you’d like to help stock the baskets, take a card from the table in the auditorium (it could be anything from some 

cans of cranberry sauce to a donation towards a turkey) and then return the donations by November 14th. That’s 

all there is to it. And because of such donations, we will be able to pack around 30 Thanksgiving meals for families 

around Springfield in partnership with Crosslines. 

In addition to that, if you happen to know a family that would be blessed by receiving a basket this Thanksgiving, 

this would be a great way for you to bless them! All you need to do is grab one of the sheets from your Connect 

Group or on the table in the auditorium at the display and fill it out. Please do that really soon so that we make 

sure we have enough food to go around! 

Also, we could use some help delivering the baskets on Sunday, November 21st. If you can help with that, feel free 

to reach out to me at rick@gosouthland.org or by call/text at 816-351-2995 anytime and let me know. Most of the 

families are in Springfield, but we do have a couple in Strafford and Fair Grove as well. 

Thanks again for all your help! It’s a great way to show God’s love in a practical way!   

Here’s how one author has put it: 

“The proof of Christianity is not a book but a life. The power of Christianity is not a creed but Christian 
character. Wherever you see life that has been transformed by the grace of God, you see a witness to the 

resurrection of Jesus.” 

Indeed, when we positively shine the light of His goodness into the darkness, it announces Christ! It bears witness 
to who He is and what He has done for us and in us. 

In light of where our world is, it’s easy to see how desperately it needs such a witness. It’s no different than the 
1st century world in many ways … the very world which the early church turned “upside-down.” How? Through it’s 
positively peculiar conduct on display. Here’s how one author compares what our lives should be like as we 
participate in earthly society … as we go about our lives here-and-now as those who belongs somewhere else. It 
applies to our life as citizens of our country, as workers, as husbands/wives, but, of course, also beyond that … it 
applies to any interaction in earthly society as we are being skeptically watched by unbelievers: 

Watching a trapeze show is breathtaking. We wonder at the dexterity and timing. We gasp at near-misses. 
In most cases, there is a net underneath. When they fall, they jump up and bounce back to the trapeze.  

In Christ, we live on the trapeze. The whole world should be able to watch and say, "Look how they live, 
how they love one another. Look how well the husbands treat their wives. And aren't they the best workers 
in the factories and offices, the best neighbors, the best students?" That is to live on the trapeze, being a 
show to the world. 

We live to “draw attention” to our God through our good, excellent, noble/honorable conduct. It’s so that He will 
be glorified by the light we positively shine! It’s why we continue on here as “strangers” in this here-and-now 
world - to display Him. Let’s be real: there are so many ways where it’s increasingly challenging for us to follow 
Jesus in our culture. And yet, what a great opportunity for us to influence the very same world! May we be such 
peculiar people living such POSITIVELY peculiar lives in any way we can!  

mailto:rick@gosouthland.org
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       (1st
 - 5th grades) 

Here’s what is happening for our kids during our ENCOUNTER time: 

 Nursery and “Li’l Kid ENCOUNTER” (for kids up through Kindergarten). 

 “Kid ENCOUNTER” (1st through 5th grades) meets during the sermon portion of service in 
the Great Room. Kids start with their families and then are dismissed at the appropriate 
time. Kid Encounter is meeting as normal throughout the month of November. 

Our students are in a series called “Toy (Bible) Stories.” Without question, 
kids love toys. Each one is enjoyable for a different reason, but all toys are 
used for the same purpose: to play. All throughout the Bible, we see God using 
many different people to help carry-out His own purpose. In this series, kids 
are learning about some of their stories. Each week along the way, a different 
toy helps to reinforce the lesson of the story from God’s Word. 

We use a check-in process on Sunday mornings for those who are 
participating in our ministries for kids (birth through 5th grade).  

This is for those coming for the first time (it takes a little longer 
to provide some basic registration information) and for regulars.  

REMINDER:  we use this process for both time slots on Sundays so 
please check your kids in when you first arrive.  

We continue to have regular Sunday School classes available for 
all ages of kids at 9:15am - in addition to nursery care for our 
youngest ones, we have a pre-K class, a class for students in K 
through 2nd grade and a class for students in 3rd

 - 5th grades. 

“Children of Praise” ... Wednesdays from 6:30 – 7:45pm 
During the current Cultivate session, kids ages 4 through 7th grade (we’ve gone up 

a grade level this year) participate in “Children of Praise.” They spend 
Wednesday evenings rehearsing songs, practicing drama and more in 
preparation for their annual Christmas production. See the next page for more 
details about this year’s production, including some important dates to 

remember as we head toward December. 

Also, please check out page 2 for ways we need help in preparation for the performance. 

Check out page 3 for an update on our search for a part-time children’s minister. 
We’re excited to see how God is working in and through this process as well as how 

He will use it to strengthen our Southland children’s ministry. 
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Les’ latest  
The humid summer seems to run long in Southwest Missouri. It shows up early and stays way too 

late, like that one party guest who can’t seem to take the hint that it’s time to go. I recently took a 

slow drive and noted the colorful changes in the scenery. Just a month ago, the air was still thick 

with humidity, and the leaves remained firmly attached to the trees. This morning the streets were 

littered with the beginnings of fall, and I watched the sun rise through red-tinged trees. 

I’ve wondered many times why the Lord lets us experience the changing of seasons. Couldn’t He 

have just given us one perpetual season? Why not spring all the time … or fall forever? When 

seasons change, I contemplate the process. What it is that God could be teaching us through the 

changing of seasons? 

Here’s an answer: the changing of seasons reminds us that God is in control of all things. He allows 

us to witness the birth of and death of nature, and He is in control of these changes. My weekly “to-

do list” is usually filled to the edge with reminders and notes of things to do, meetings to attend, 

projects to finish, phone calls to make, as well as emails to send. I can get to the end of the week 

and feel either elated or crushed by my level of productivity. Either way, I tend to live like I’m in 

charge of my life and everything I touch. But I’m not. I must recognize that there is only One in 

control, and it’s not me. 

“He is before all things, and in Him all things hold together” (Colossians 1:17). 

God brings about the changes in season because He created the seasons. The Creator holds all 

things together. We are relieved of any pretense that we’re in control. Snowstorms, spring blossoms, 

fall temperatures – they’re all His. He holds the entire physical universe together, so you can be sure 

He is in control of your life, too. It’s not too much for Him. As we watch the seasons change, we can 

be comforted by the fact that the One who made everything is still in control of everything. 

So go ahead, put on that sweater and take a stroll before sunset. Take in the changes in your 

neighborhood landscape, and be reminded to rest in the promise that He is in control. 

This year, C.O.P. is using a musical called “Christmas: Where, When and 
Why.” Kids are working on their songs and their drama lines in 
preparation for the production. It’s always a great way for us to reflect 
on the story of Jesus’ birth. This year’s COP performance date is 
Sunday, December 12 at 10:30am with December 1 9 as a back-up if 
necessary due to weather (it has almost happened before). 

Here are some important dates to keep in mind, beyond normal practices 
through Wednesday, November 17 (specifics subject to change): 

 Wednesday, November 24 (Thanksgiving week) - no CULTIVATE or C.O.P. practice. 

 Wednesdays, December 1 and 8 - while there is no broader CULTIVATE, C.O.P. will still 
practice these nights (time t.b.a.). Please note the time, no supper provided. 

Saturday, December 11 - dress rehearsal (time t.b.a. … pizza included for lunch). 

Sunday, December 12 - performance during our ENCOUNTER service at 10:30am (we’ll 
communicate more information about the schedule for the morning, but it will likely 
include serving breakfast for the kids as they prepare for their performance). 

Parents, the C.O.P. team will be communicating some specifics about costumes and other 
items needed for your child(ren) directly with you. Please be looking for that.    
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for MIDDLE School and high school 
SUNDAY SCHOOL (now starting at 9:15am): We have separate Sunday School classes for our 

middle school and high school youth. The middle school class meets in Room #7; the high school 

class meets in Room #6. On Sunday, November 14, middle school and high school students 
are joining adults in the auditorium for a combined time as our partners from North 
Africa share. 

Wednesday Evening CULTIVATE (6:30-7:45pm): Our students (8th grade through high school; 

7th grade and younger are involved with C.O.P.) are using a video series that imaginatively retells 

Paul’s life, from the perspective of the Apostle himself. 

GROUP HUDDLE NEWS 

GROUP HUDDLE meets rom 6-8pm each week (see exceptions below) – a weekly time for 

middle school and high school students who strive to love Christ and demonstrate His love to others. 

It offers a place for students to connect and dive into God’s Word as they participate in meaningful 

small groups, worship and fellowship. 

GROUP HUDDLE THEMES for upcoming weeks: 

Sunday, 10/31 NO GROUP HUDDLE … This is a change from what was previously 
communicated. Please make note of this adjustment. 

Sunday, 11/7 “La Revolution” … Bonjour! You’ll be saying “Oui!” to delicious French 

cuisine as the Fellowship Hall transforms into a Parisian Café. Ooh, la, la! 

Sunday, 11/14 “Scooby Snack Night” … Zoinks! Join the gang to solve mysteries and 

devour delicious treats! 

Sunday, 11/21 “The Ugly Sweater Club” … ’Tis the season to be tacky! 

Sunday, 11/28 NO GROUP HUDDLE 

GROUP HUDDLE MEALS: 

NEWS FLASH! It’s expensive feeding teenagers. Each semester, we 

ask parents to help defray the expense of feeding several hungry 

teens at Group Huddle. If you haven’t done so yet, we ask 

parents to send $25 for each student (that covers the whole Fall 

semester, through December). Make checks payable to Southland. 

Also, parent volunteers are always appreciated to help prepare and serve meals. Not only is it 

greatly appreciated, it gives parents a sneak peek of what happens at Group Huddle! Check 
with Les about when your help might be needed. 

GROUP HUDDLE and CHILDREN’S MISSIONS: 

For this school/ministry year, our missions’ offering - it’s for both Group Huddle and our Kid 

Encounter offerings - is going to support Brooke Effland with Team Expansion. Our young 

people are learning more about the work she is doing. They should also have received their 

“Heart for Missions” coin capsules which they are encouraged to use to collect some money 

and bring it back to “Kid ENCOUNTER” or Group Huddle. 
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2022 “MOVE” Conference 
For incoming freshmen (the 2022-2023 school year) 

and current graduating seniors classes of 2022-2026 

July 10-16 at the University of Nebraska (in Lincoln) 

In early October, we reached out to receive a preliminary headcount for those interested in attending 

next Summer’s MOVE Conference for high school students. Registration for this Nebraska conference 

fills up quickly. Because of that, as soon as registration opened in early October, we reserved 36 

spots (including students and sponsors) based on the number of “YES” confirmations we received. If 

your answer was a "Maybe," you did NOT get included in the registration. As of today, we do 

still have a few spots available and the broader registration is still open, but this conference is filling 

up, so let Les know ASAP if your response has changed to a "Yes."   

The total cost of the MOVE Conference is $359 plus $20 for a hotel stay that first night on the way to 
the conference. Watch for upcoming dates of the annual youth yard sale - a fundraiser that benefits 

all students attending MOVE. The first preregistration fee of $65.00 is due Sunday, January 
30. This is a non-refundable deposit that can be paid any time before the deadline. A second 

$65 deposit is due Sunday, February 27th.  Make checks payable to Southland Christian Church with 

“MOVE” in the memo line; this can also be paid via Tithe.ly (see p. 4) by choosing the “MOVE 

Conference Payment” option. 

Who's going to this summer's MOVE Conference so far?  

STUDENTS: Andrew Arnold, Madison Brothers, Megan Drake, Brandon Faulkner, Izzy Foster, 

Ray Hall, Luke Jennings, Nate Jennings, Zach Johnson, Callie Kilgo, Liz Kilgo, Madison Lillard, 

Hayden Londeen, Nate Martin, Jessica McAnally, Rebecca McAnally, Levi Randleman, Luke 

Randleman, Kaylee Schuhart, Aiden Simpson, Jeremiah Simpson, Kira Smith, Zoey Smith, Lily 

Snider, Ian Stewart, Kacey Van Amber, Ella Walter and Grace Worthy. 

SPONSORS: Douglas Arnold, Kale Kilgo, Les, Kendall Wooldridge + Brad & Ashley Worthy 

Specifically for MIDDLE School 
“Middle School Mid-Nighter” 

Friday, November 12 (6pm until midnight) 

Cost is $20 per student 

MIDDLE SCHOOL Students: Come enjoy a great evening of making memories with friends until 

the clock strikes midnight! This evening includes a trip to the theater to see the newly released movie 

“Ron's Gone Wrong." During the Mid-Nighter, you’ll also enjoy hot pizza, play late-night games in the 

auditorium and enjoy bowls of frozen custard. To ensure proper transportation, order movie 
tickets and prepare food, all students must be signed up by Thursday, November 11. 

As we’ve shared previously, the Middle School “BELIEVE” Conference (typically in March) has 

been discontinued by CIY. For years, this has been a part of our student ministry experience and we 

are disappointed to see it go. We are looking for ways to supplement our ministry in its absence. 
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Southland Women 
I know it’s not November quite yet, but may I begin the 
“Thankful Party” a little early? I have been so blessed by 
the Southland family this fall, and I want to tell you about it 
so that you can praise God with me! 

As you may or may not know, this school and ministry year 
has brought a new opportunity to me in planning and 
cooking meals for Cultivate. I was willing, but apprehensive about this task, which actually entails a bigger list 
of additional “sub-tasks,” as any cook knows. You set the menu, plan how much you think you’ll need, shop for 
ingredients, cook the food, and then, you clean up the mess. I was blessed to watch Debbie Nelson do some of 
those tasks, so I had an idea about doing those things on the large scale of Cultivate. But, I also know that God 
definitely stretched me as I took this on and did my best with it all. As you can imagine, those tasks take quite 
a bit of time, and with other responsibilities re-starting at the same time, I wasn’t sure how it was all going to 
come together.  

I did the first week or two, and learned as I went along. From the beginning, I had someone come to help in the 
last hour each week, but there still were a few challenges. Those came up in an elders & staff meeting, and 
solutions were offered, which have made a tremendous difference in how my week goes! I am so thankful for 
the support and help that my Southland family has provided. Thank you to all who have been a part of these 
helpful solutions! I’ll share some of the things you all have done to help. 

I have continued to have someone come each week to help with last-minute preparations, help with drinks, 
wash pots and pans, etc. Each lady has come with willing, eager hands and a “tell me what I can do” attitude. 
Giving instructions to adults is a challenge for me, but you all have been so gracious and have helped it become 
more comfortable over time. Thank you, ladies! 

Many of the D-groups have taken turns helping clear-off leftovers, pack away food, and wash up dirty dishes. 
That means each group in turn has a slightly later start time, but they are still spending time together and 
we’re not having workers from multiple groups miss the first few minutes of their group time. This has meant 
that any minor cleaning that remains can wait until Thursday afternoon when I have time next. And I’m not 
fighting food that’s been stuck on dirty dishes for hours either! Thank you, friends! 

The men’s D-group that meets in the Great Room on Wednesday nights has been setting up tables and chairs 
for WSA that meets on Thursday mornings, so all I need to do before taking my family home for the night is to 
put on table covers and décor. This has been a wonderful help! Thank you, fellas! 

In the midst of it all, I’m thankful for a husband who believes in me and constantly encourages me. Matt is a 
great encourager and supporter, and he has never questioned my ability to take on this task (and many others 
over the years) and accomplish it. He believes I am capable, and he helps me recognize and appreciate God’s 
faithfulness in equipping me for the tasks set before me. That is such a blessing in my life, both in our home 
and here at work.  
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I’m thankful for my kids who pitch in to help and rarely complain about things they are asked or expected to 
do. I know they are often tired and don’t WANT to help set up tables or set out food or any number of things 
they are asked to do, but they serve anyway; and I’m very grateful.  

I’m also grateful for you Southland family members who personally encourage and support me. You make the 
work a blessing with kind words and expressions of thanks. I don’t ever want to reach a point where I do my 
tasks looking for thanks or accolades, but feeling supported and encouraged by you bolsters my energy and 
helps to make the work a joy. Thank you for being used by God to be a blessing in my life!  

God is faithful. There is never a doubt about that. The new expressions of His faithfulness are a joy to watch 
unfold. Thank you for being part of His faithfulness in my life. And thank you for these very practical ways you 
have blessed me in this season!  

After completing the Galatians study on October 14, WSA is currently in a 
4-week session on Philippians (again, using a RightNow Media series). 
This session started on October 21 and runs through November 10. As a 
reminder, WSA has a new start time: 10am instead of 9:30am. 

Even though the Philippians session will be done on 11/10, WSA is still meeting on Thursday, 
November 17 - the last one of 2021. Kristie will be sharing more details about the plan for that day. 

After a break through the Thanksgiving and Christmas season (the normal pattern for Bible study), 
the plan is to resume WSA sometime in January. We’ll share more about those plans in a later 

edition of “The Vine.” 

An Upcoming Women’s Ministry Event 
Each year (at least, each non-middle-of-a-pandemic year), 

Southland women gather for a Christmas-themed event. It’s an 
opportunity to slow down and enjoy some fellowship - a time to 

celebrate the season together amidst the hustle and bustle.  

The date for our 2021 Southland Women’s Christmas Celebration is 
Friday, December 10 (with a likely 6:30pm start time) … more 

specific details to follow. 

BTG is a ministry for young ladies age 8 through 8th 
grade as well as their moms/grandmothers.  

Box Top Girls 
After 10/29, the next 

regular BTG meeting is 
Friday, December 3. 

BTG meetings are 
from 6-8:15pm and 
dinner is included 

(no cost). 
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Upcoming Encounter Calendar (Sermons) 

Our main 2021 Fall series through the letter of 1 Peter continues into the 
month of November. It’s an “exegetical” series where we’re marching through the 
message that Peter writes in this letter. We are calling this series “STRANGE 
… Peculiar People Living Peculiar Lives.” This letter is incredibly relevant for 
where we find ourselves living today - God’s people in Christ, living in the midst 
of this world as those who recognize we don’t belong here. It’s answering the 
question “How do we live in such a situation?” Indeed, because we are 
“strangers” here (a key term in 1:1 and 2:11), we go about our earthly lives in a “strange” way compared to others 
around us. We’ve been working our way through Peter’s words as we consider what it practically means. It’s been a 
great journey so far that will continue through the first 2-3 weeks of November as we consider the rest of the letter. 

NOTE:  If you are looking to catch past services/sermons, at this point, the best way to access those would be through 
our main Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/gosouthland). The full service LIVE STREAMS are all available 

there on the main page if you keep scrolling or can be found quickly on the “VIDEOS” portion. 

Weekly ENCOUNTER 
... a time to gather in God's presence together. 

A REMINDER: we continue to offer a LIVE STREAM of our worship 

service through Facebook LIVE. You can access it directly from our 

website itself: http://gosouthland.org/watch-online or through our 

FB page. Even though this format is not as ideal as “in-person” 

participation (and, as we’ve experienced at times, the LIVE STREAM is still prone to 

technological issues), we do value this option. Whether because of COVID or some other 

reason, we encourage you to stay connected in this way if you cannot attend in-person. 

Beyond that piece, we continue with these ENCOUNTER-related modifications. We are 

making the LORD’S SUPPER available via trays with double-stacked cups or sealed kits 

available by the main door to the auditorium. For OFFERING, instead of passing trays, we 

are collecting that through boxes at each door (you can also mail a check or give using the 

Tithe.ly platform - see p. 4). When it comes to SEATING, we are striving to keep things 

spaced out as much as possible while still being able to facilitate those who are joining us in 

person. We are continuing these practices for the foreseeable future. 

A reminder about MUSIC and WORSHIP during our ENCOUNTER time ... 
As a reminder, if you are willing to serve as part of the team (vocally or instrumentally), please reach 

out to Rick or Kendall and let them know. We continue to welcome more volunteers! 

 

https://www.facebook.com/gosouthland
http://gosouthland.org/watch-online
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CONNECT Groups 
... a place to discover Christian community. 

Groups currently meeting on Sunday mornings at 9:15am 
One of our priorities here at Southland is providing a place where relational family connections can develop. 

That’s a big part of what our CONNECT Groups are all about - a small group relational context for reflecting on 

God’s Word and praying together. As we’ve returned to “normal” out of the pandemic season, we have revamped 

what these groups look like. Here are the groups we currently have meeting at 9:15am on Sunday mornings (we 

do also have Sunday School classes for all ages of kids and youth): 

(1) The “LAUNCH” group for college-age and young adults 

(2) In the Great Room, a group for those who were previously in the Branch and the Refuge - more 

those who still have kids in the house ... meetings as one group for now  

(3) In the Fellowship Hall, a group for those who were previously in the Empty Nesters and Free at 

Last - those who are nearing or at retirement age ... again, meeting as one group for now 

It’s been good to have these “refreshed” groups back up and running. Along the way, we are working to 

maintain the best of what CONNECT Groups have been here at Southland. We encourage you to come join 

us as we experience church FAMILY in these groups! 

A note about 11/14 - on this morning, we’ll have a combined 9:15 time (middle school students through adults) in 

the auditorium for a time of sharing by our partners from North Africa. 

 
It’s been great to have this part of our ministry back up-and-running! We are using the D-Group 

format (same gender groups of 6-10 people) for adults studying Mark plus ministry programming for 

kids/youth. See the flyer for information about this session; you can access it through this link: Fall 

2021 Cultivate Session (paper copies are also available at the display in the foyer). 

Cultivate meets on Wednesday evenings … 5:30-6:15 for meal and 6:30-7:45 

for ministry programming.  

We are e-mailing out a PDF with each week’s guide as we make our way through Mark; they are also 

available each week here: http://gosouthland.org/ministries/cultivate. You can also find paper copies 

at the display in the foyer (in case you didn’t receive one in your group). 

G ROW DEEP Ministries 
... an opportunity to plant deep roots in Jesus and God's Word. 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/media.cloversites.com/f3/f3aa1a80-68d3-4b66-b1ee-9d062016c240/documents/Fall_2021_CULTIVATE_flyer.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/media.cloversites.com/f3/f3aa1a80-68d3-4b66-b1ee-9d062016c240/documents/Fall_2021_CULTIVATE_flyer.pdf
http://gosouthland.org/ministries/cultivate
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Opportunities to Serve & “BUILD UP” the Body 

We use this space to share some specific ways we need volunteers. In so many different ways, 

we function as we do because of the willing-hearted servants who choose to embrace 

opportunities to BUILD UP others through serving. 

At this point, there are not any specific areas of service to highlight where we have a current 

pressing need for volunteers. Of course, there are several ongoing ways where you can get 

involved; and we encourage you to do so. See the blue flyer at the display by the Welcome 

Center for more details about volunteer opportunities. Let the staff team know if there are 

ways you are willing and wanting to get involved in serving. Additionally, there will be 

several opportunities that we will communicate re: December events; please be watching this 

space, the “Southland Scoop” on Facebook as well as other ways we share such details. 

Opportunities to BUILD UP 
... a way to serve others and even help ourselves grow. 

THANK YOU to those who helped with our “FAMILY Fall 

Fun” event on October 17!  Such a great event can only 

happen because of volunteers who are willing to serve: 

There are many names who could be mentioned; here are a few (beyond our staff team who all 

played key roles in the evening too): 

Thanks to those who helped get the mowing done so that the grounds were ready and 

looking good for the evening: Bob & Liz Wood (the main lot) and Dennis McCann (the 

upper portion of the south field).  

Thanks to those who helped to get the auditorium set-up for (the Graves family). 

Thanks to Brenda Ochs (and her lovely assistant/husband, Terry) for running BINGO. 

Thanks to Ken & Ceci Austin for providing hayrides in the field. 

Thanks to the “at home” chefs who provided soup or chili for the event: Sandy Arneson, 

Karen Baadsgaard, Mandy Dort, Charlotte Emmerton, Stefani Hall, Debbie 

Hoenshell, Debbie Jennings, Andy & Donna Lillard, Debbie Little, Kristie Martin, 

Cheryl McAnally, Amanda Miller, Anna Randleman and Josh Smith. These are the 

ones who specifically signed-up; of course, someone else might have slipped in a 

crockpot as well. It was delicious! 

Of course, thanks to the other volunteers who helped in various ways with the night: 

supervising the bounce house, applying temporary tattoos, clean-up, etc.  

Thanks, all, for making it a great evening together as a church family!  

We’ll share a broader set of “thank you’s” in the November Vine, but we wanted to highlight 

LaVera Bridgeford specifically at this point. She has provided delicious homemade desserts 

for a couple October Wednesday night meals. It is greatly appreciated; so, thanks Vera! 
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Nursery workers 

(all morning) 

Li’l Kid ENCOUNTER 
(age 3 - K) 

Kid ENCOUNTER 
(1st - 5th grades) 

11/7 Melissa Wilcox Anna Martin Andy & Donna Lillard 

11/14 Cheryl McAnally Cindy M./Andrea C. Jamie Millican & Anna Randleman 

11/21 Jenelle Smith Amanda Butler Les Londeen 

11/28 Julie Brothers Kristin Londeen Les Londeen 

Some SERVING SCHEDULE Areas for November 2021 

 
Foyer Hosts/Greeters 

(from 10:15 on/from 10:15-10:40) 
Computer Serving Team Leader 

11/7 
Ben & Debbie Jennings 

Great Room Connect Group 
Sonya Simpson Mark Miller 

11/14 
Pat & Debbie Little 

Fellowship Hall Connect Group 
Dan Gray Doug Graves 

11/21 
Doug & Susan Graves 

3rd
 - 5th Grade Sunday School Class 

Tommy Hall Ben Jennings 

11/28 
Brad & Marsha Foster 

Great Room Connect Group 
Nate Jennings Les Londeen 

Our annual “Thanksgiving Baskets” project is happening NOW!  
We are again participating in this project to help us LIVE OUT faith 

during this Thanksgiving season. There is a portion of this done in 

conjunction with Crosslines (they supply us with names of families in 

need this season). See below for more details about this process; you 
can also check out the flyers we’ve made available at the display in the 
alcove as well as Rick’s article on page 7 for more specifics . 

A NOTE about donating items: Cards are available at the display; we ask that you take the cards with 
specific items you are willing to purchase and donate (take the same number of cards as you are 

planning to provide - as few or many as you can in fitting with your ability to help).  

You can then return donated items to the table; there is no need to return the cards themselves as the 
number of cards in the basket represents the number of an item we still need to have donated. 

NOTE:   If you want to participate, but are not able to purchase supplies directly, please feel free to participate 

through a donation. You can do that via check (put “Thanksgiving baskets” in the memo line) or by using 

the Tithe.ly online platform/app (choose the “Thanksgiving baskets” option - see page 4).  

LIVE OUT 
Ministries 

... a path for putting 

faith into action. 
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As a reminder, here are two key dates to keep in mind about our “Thanksgiving baskets” process: 

Sunday, November 14 All donations (food and money) need to be returned by this date. 

Sunday, November 21 Baskets will be ready for distribution after service (it may take some time for them to 
be finalized on that day). We will likely need some volunteers to help us donate our 

remaining baskets to people whose names Crosslines has provided for us. 

To keep you informed about Southland’s foreign missions partners, 

we strive to provide updates when available in the auditorium (by 

the map). This is really the only way one of our partners can 

communicate with us. Their location makes any online presence too 

risky from a security standpoint. We do regularly make their 

newsletters available as they come in. 

There is a website for the “Central India Christian Mission.” Check out www.indiamission.org 

for more information about some of the global Kingdom work we get to partner in here at 

Southland. You can also “like” their Facebook page for ongoing updates.  

You can check out the website for “Life of Hope Ministries” at www.lifeofhope.org. Through 

our connection to Life of Hope, we are partnering with those on the ground in Guatemala. It’s 

another way we can participate in furthering God’s mission globally.  

Two additional global missions-related notes: 

1. In addition to a special day on November 7 (see below), we are looking forward to November 14. On 

that day, we will be hosting our partners from North Africa. They are back on some home service and 

sabbatical in this stretch. They were able to be with us at our “Family Fall Fun” in October (as well as 

their family joining us for worship on one occasion plus some of them on Wednesday evenings at 

Cultivate). On 11/14, they will come in a more official capacity. They will be sharing in a combined 

9:15am time slot for middle school students and older in addition to taking a few minutes during 

service that day (this portion will not be live streamed for security reasons). We are so grateful for this 
partnership and hope you join us in welcoming them during this time. 

2. While there are no specifics to share yet, we are in the early planning stages for another Mexico trip 

(being preliminarily planned for 2022) and another Guatemala trip (likely for 2023). Be looking for 
updates in this section of “The Vine” as those begin to take shape even more. 

International Day of Prayer for the Persecuted Church 

Sunday, November 7 

Many believers around the world today “share our faith, but not our 

freedom.” Indeed, compared to what we experience, there can be constant 

and far more intense pressure facing our brothers and sisters in Christ in 

different parts of the globe. Especially because it involves our fellow citizens 

in His Kingdom, this is not a problem we can ignore. That’s why we 

participate each year in this special day when we raise awareness, but, most 

importantly, when we pray – expressing our oneness with them as we 

intercede on their behalf. That’s what will be our focus on Sunday, 

November 7. We will again devote time to this day during our ENCOUNTER worship service. It will be a time 

to open our eyes to God’s global Kingdom and express our solidarity in Christ with our fellow believers. 

In addition to what we highlight on that day, there are additional resources available online that can help 

spur your awareness of and prayer for the persecuted church. Here are some helpful websites to bookmark 

and consult from time-to-time (you can click directly on the electronic link): 

www.opendoorsusa.org (“World Watch List”) www.persecution.com (“The Voice of the Martyrs”) 

Open Doors has also developed a “Prayer app” that can provide more regular updates (daily) reminding you 

to pray for the persecuted church. It’s easy to find (search for Open Doors prayer app) and download. 

http://www.indiamission.org
http://www.indiamission.org
http://www.opendoorsusa.org
http://www.persecution.com

